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Weighting of the 2012 NRBS Participant Survey Data 1 

 
Data for the participant survey component of the U.S. Coast Guard’s 2012 National 

Recreational Boating Survey were collected by telephone from 17,322 respondents (12,110 

used a landline telephone, and 5,212 used a cell phone). To achieve this result, an initial 

sample of 219,597 telephone numbers was selected from a national sampling frame consisting 

of all working banks 2 with at least one (1) listed residential number. The selected numbers were 

then screened to identify households with eligible respondents (i.e., adults 16 years of age or 

older). The general boating participation questions were about all members of the household, 

before one (1) adult boater and one (1) child boater were randomly selected to answer more 

specific safety- and activity-related questions. 

The participant survey results had to be adequately weighted to be representative of all U.S. 

households and to compensate for variable selection probabilities, differential response rates 

and possible under-coverage of the boating population due to the use of telephone numbers. 

The participant survey was designed to provide statistics for households, individual boaters, 

adult boaters, as well as boating children. Since the household and the individual are different 

entities, two sets of weights—the Household Weight and the Individual Weight—were 

necessary to adequately represent all U.S. households and all U.S. individual residents.   

If all individuals and all children in a given household had been interviewed about their boating 

activities, then the individual weight would have been sufficient to analyze data about adults and 

children. However, only one adult and one child were selected among boaters in each 

household. Therefore, it is necessary to have an Adult Weight and a Child Weight in order to 

properly represent the different households from which they were selected. 

The weighting process was carried out separately within each state and for each of the 

two data sources (or sampling frames), which are the landline telephone numbers and 

the cell phone numbers.  

The entire weighting process is depicted in the chart on page 2. The narrative beginning on 

page 3 describes each of the stages associated with the Household and Individual (Person) 

Weights.  
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Household Weighting 

 

1. Base Weight of a Telephone Number 3 

Since the sampling process starts with the selection of telephone numbers, an initial or “base 

weight” (W1) is first attached to each selected telephone number. The base weight for a 

sampled telephone number is the inverse of its chance of selection. The chance of selection of 

each telephone number represents the ratio of the number of telephone numbers selected to 

the total number of telephone numbers in the working banks from which the number was drawn.  

 

 

Example: 

Suppose, for example, that there are 216 million landline (LL) numbers and 84 million 

(CP) cell phone numbers nationally. However, 220,000 initial phone numbers were 

selected in the sample, 165,000 of which were LL numbers, and 55,000 of which were 

CP numbers. The base weight associated with each selected number would have been: 

 

𝑤1 =
216‚000‚000

165,000
= 1,309 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝐿𝐿 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟, 

 

𝑤1 =
84‚000‚000

55,000
= 1,527 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝐶𝑃 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟. 

What this indicates is that each LL number selected for the participant survey actually 

represented 1,309 other non-sampled phone numbers, and each CP number selected 

for the survey represented 1,527 other non-sampled numbers. When applied to each 

selected LL number and to each CP number, the weighted statistics would have 

represented all 216 million LL and all 84 million CP numbers, not just those that were 

selected for the participant survey.  
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2. Adjustment of the Telephone Number Base Weight for Nonresponse 

 

Some eligible households (HH) associated with the dialed numbers refused to participate 4 in 

the interview during the screening process, resulting in a loss of valid telephone numbers that 

had to be compensated by upwardly adjusting the base weight of responding numbers. The 

adjustment for nonresponse was carried out separately within each state and for landline (LL) 

and cell phone (CP) numbers by dividing the base weight by the weighted frequency of 

response. 5  

 

The nonresponse-adjusted weight is given by: 

 

𝑤2 = 𝑤1 ×
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐻𝐻𝑠
 

 

 

Note that these nonresponse-adjusted weights, which are assigned to responding telephone 

numbers only, still sum to the total number of telephone numbers on the initial list.  

 

 

 
 

 

See the example on page 5 
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Example for step 2 Adjustment of Telephone Number Base Weight for Nonresponse: 

 

Continuing with the example presented on page 3, suppose that only 20,000 phone 

numbers (e.g., 14,000 LL numbers and 6,000 CP numbers) of the initial 220,000 

numbers selected in the sample were associated with eligible respondents. Then the 

nonresponse-adjusted weight of each responding telephone number would have been: 

 

 

𝑤2 = 1,309 ×
216,000,000

1,309 × 14,000
= 1,309 × 11.79 = 15,428 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 14,000 𝐿𝐿 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠. 

 

𝑤2 = 1,527 ×
84,000,000

1,527 × 6,000
= 1,527 × 9.17 = 14,000 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 6,000 𝐶𝑃 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠. 

 

What this indicates now is that each responding LL number represented 15,428 of the 

other non-sampled phone numbers, and each responding CP number represented 

14,000. The nonresponse-adjusted weights assigned to these responding phone 

numbers still sum to the total number of phone numbers on the list (216 million and 84 

million, respectively).  

 

 

See next page for step 3 Household Weights Adjusted for Dual-Frame overlap 
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3. Household Weights Adjusted for Dual-Frame Overlap (DFO) 

At this stage, a weight must be assigned to a household. The selection of landline (LL) and cell 

phone (CP) numbers will inevitably give households using both types of numbers a greater 

chance of being chosen for the survey, and the possibility of being double counted, first among 

LL owners, and second among CP owners. This possible bias had to be corrected by further 

adjusting the nonresponse adjusted weights for dual-use households. 

Each household that was contacted was also asked which type of phone—LL or CP—was used 

the most in the household. This allowed for the classification of each eligible household into one 

of four categories defined as follows:  

 

Households Contacted by 
Landline Phone 

Households Contacted by 
Cell Phone 

LL Only CP Only 

CP Mostly CP Mostly 

Even Even 

LL Mostly LL Mostly 

 

The 2011 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) 6 produced state-level estimates of the 

number of households in each of the five resulting categories: LL Only, CP Only, CP Mostly, LL 

Mostly, and Even. These estimates were used to benchmark the nonresponse-adjusted 

weights.   

 

See the example on page 7 
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Example for step 3 Household Weights Adjusted for Dual-Frame Overlap (DFO): 

 

Continuing with the example begun on page 3 and continuing on page 5, suppose that: 

 

 10,000,000 households are known to be CP-Mostly households, according to the 

NHIS. 

 Only 1,500 of the 6,000 cell phones in the sample are associated with CP-Mostly 

households 

 Only 1,000 of the 14,000 LL numbers in the sample are associated with CP-

Mostly households 

 

Then each CP-Mostly household associated with the 2,500 phone numbers in the 

combined sample will have a weight calculated as follows: 

 

For CP-Mostly households contacted by LL: 

 

𝑤3 = 15,428 ×
10,000,000

15,428 × 1,000 + 14,000 × 1,500
= 15,428 × 0.2745 = 4,235. 

 

For CP-Mostly households contacted by CP: 

 

𝑤3 = 14,000 ×
10,000,000

15,428 × 1,000 + 14,000 × 1,500
= 14,000 × 0.2745 = 3,843 

 

Note that some CP-Mostly households, for example, may have been contacted twice 

(i.e., by cell phone and by landline phone). Households in this particular overlapping 

dual-use group receive two different values for the 𝑤3 weight, which must be further 

adjusted to avoid double counting. The dual-frame-overlap (DFO) adjusted weight is 

calculated as follows: 

 

If a household was contacted by both LL and CP, then for LL weighting, 

 

𝑤3 = 𝑤3 × (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ) 

 

If a household was contacted by both LL and CP, then for CP weighting, 

𝑤3 = 𝑤3 × (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ) 
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4. Adjustment for household control totals 

 

The purpose of this final step in the Household Weighting is to ensure that the weighted 

number of households in each state matches the official number of households provided by the 

2010 census of the US population. This correction is necessary because the initial list of 

telephone numbers does not uniquely identify households. The final HH weight is given by: 

 

𝑊𝐻𝐻 = 𝑤3 ×
𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤3 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 ∗
 

        * The result of step 3 

The weighted number of households is computed using w3 and comparing the result to what the 

Census Bureau reports for the number of households. If the two numbers match, the above ratio 

would be “1” and there would be no adjustment to w3. However, if, for example, the ratio is 

greater than “1,” then the number of households has been underestimated and the weighting 

value for w3 must be increased. Similarly, if the ratio is less than “1,” then the number of 

households has been overestimated and the weighting value must be decreased. 

 

 

 

 

Discussion of Individual Weighting begins next page 
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Individual Weighting 

 
5. Adjustment for individual control totals (to produce the individual level statistics) 

 

 
 

 

(i) Final Person Weight (FINAL_WT_PERSON)  

 

This weight is used to compute statistics that are related to questions about all individuals in 

the households (e.g., boating participation by individual members of the household).  

 

To compute the individual weight, each household member is first assigned the household 

weight produced by step 4. The purpose of this step is to ensure that the weighted number 

of individuals matches the official count of individuals in the two gender groups as well as in 

the age groups 0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-34, 35-54, and 55 or more, from the US Census 

Bureau’s 2012 Current Population Estimates.  

 

The final person weight (FINAL_WT_PERSON ) meets the following two conditions 7 8 

 The weights associated with a particular gender sum to the official US Census Bureau 

count for that gender. 

 The weights associated with a particular age group (males and females) sum to the 

official US Census Bureau count for that age group. 

 

(ii) Final Adult Weight 

 

Several questions related to boating activities, boating safety and awareness behaviors 

were asked of a single adult boater in the household, not to all individuals in the household. 

Therefore, the selected adult boater was assigned an adult weight (WADULT) that equals the 

sum of all individual weights (FINAL_WT_PERSON) associated with all adult boaters who 

are members of the same household as the selected adult. 

 

𝑊𝐴𝐷𝑈𝐿𝑇 = 𝑆𝑈𝑀(𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿_𝑊𝑇_𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑆𝑂𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝐻) 
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(iii) Final Child Weight 

 

A few questions related to the safety behaviors of children were asked to a single child 

boater in the household, and not to all boating children. Therefore, the selected child boater 

is assigned a child weight (WCHILD) that equals the sum of all individual weights 

(FINAL_WT_PERSON) associated with all child boaters who are members of the same 

household as the selected child. 

 

𝑊𝐶𝐻𝐼𝐿𝐷 = 𝑆𝑈𝑀(𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿_𝑊𝑇_𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑆𝑂𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝐻𝐻) 

 

----------------------- 

1 This summary report provides an abridged explanation of the weighting process  that is described in more detail 
in the Methodology Report for the 2013 Participant Survey (Dec. 13, 2013, submitted by ICF Macro, Inc., to the 
U.S. Coast Guard and available for download at www.uscgboating.org/statistics/survey.aspx). The narrative for this 
summary report was developed by Dr. Philippe Gwet, U.S. Coast Guard, as a resource for the 2014 C1 charge team 
of NASBLA’s Engineering, Reporting & Analysis Committee (ERAC). The purpose is to show how the process moved 
from telephone numbers to households to individual adults and children. Additional narrative and endnotes were 
added by Dr. Deborah Gona, NASBLA Research Consultant and staff to ERAC, and reflect Dr. Gwet’s further 
explanation of the steps in the weighting process as communicated to the C1 team during its Nov. 18, 2014 
conference call. Additional graphics based on the main weighting chart provided by Dr. Gwet were extracted and 
inserted to illustrate each stage in the weighting process. (Back to narrative) 
 
2 Since there is no single database of all telephone numbers in the U.S., a process must be used to generate the 
numbers used in a telephone survey. A telephone number has 10 digits. A “working bank,” as used here, refers to 
the first eight digits of the phone number and consists of a batch of 100 possible phone numbers. A computer 
randomly generates the last two digits of the telephone numbers. Working banks are switched when the 
preliminary sample allocation has been satisfied or when all 100 numbers have been dialed and the sample 
allocation has not been satisfied. (Back to narrative) 
 
3 Because only a sample of the total number of telephone numbers is selected, the process must inflate the weight 
of each number used. The intent is that the sample will represent the total number of telephone numbers in the 
U.S. Of note is that OMB generally requires that such sampling be used as a money saving measure. (Back to 
narrative) 
 
4 Non-response included both active refusal to participate and not answering a phone (known to be a working 
number). (Back to narrative) 
 
5 For purposes of this survey, the assumption was made that those persons who ultimately responded have similar 
opinions, behaviors, etc., as those who were not respondents. Further refinements were not made to account for 
any potential socio-economic status differences, for example. (Back to narrative) 
 
6 See “Wireless Substitution: State-level Estimates From the National Health Interview Survey, 2010-2011,” 
National Health Statistics Reports, Number 61, October 12, 2012 at 
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr061.pdf (Back to narrative) 
 
7 A special algorithm known as the raking algorithm is applied to the household weight to achieve this objective. 
(Back to narrative) 
 
8 This involves a series of adjustments similar to what was performed in step 4. (Back to narrative) 

http://www.uscgboating.org/statistics/survey.aspx
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr061.pdf

